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Manta



Curators of fine Textiles, 

Wallcoverings & Leather, Altfield 

London distribute high end 

lines from around the world. In 

addition, Altfield produce their 

own collections of Wallcovering, 

Fabric & Faux Leather, which blend 

perfectly with the brands they 

represent. Their lines embody the 

richness of design and material 

which have become synonymous 

with the Altfield brand and offer 

the perfect balance between 

beauty and performance.

Altfield represent a total of 18 

brands, all showcased in their 

Design Centre Chelsea Harbour 

showroom. The Altfield brands 

include: ABA Interiors, Alcantara, 

Armani Casa Wallcoverings, 

Brentano, Brochier, Elizabeth 

Dow, Glant, James Malone Fabrics, 

Jannelli & Volpi, Kohro, Maya 

Romanoff, Moore & Giles, Pollack, 

Texam Wall Masters, Thesign, 

WallsOne, Weitzner & Westbury 

Textiles.



Top to bottom: Sabal, Kaliko & Bondi



Altfield X Bella-Dura®

Altfield are delighted to introduce their first 

Outdoor collection of Bella-Dura® Fabrics.

Technically engineered and driven by design 

these luxurious textiles are designed to meet 

the needs of today’s lifestyles. Award winning 

Bella-Dura® textiles are ideal for applications 

that demand contract-grade standards. Woven 

with a proprietary yarn, these exceptionally 

durable fabrics possess inherent attributes 

that surpass contract standards of abrasion, 

stain resistance, fade resistance, bleach 

cleanability and recyclability.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/news-events/2020/march/altfield-x-bella-dura/


Background: Picchu, Circles - Machu



Traveler Collection

Drawing inspiration from their team’s world travels, 

the Spring 2020 introduction from Brentano embodies 

the emboldened spirit of distant lands and the sense 

of adventure they evoke. Echoing Founder and Design 

Director, Iris Wang’s love for exploration, the 15 new 

introductions from the Traveler Collection are each 

informed by their design team’s interactions with 

talented artisans from across the globe.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/brentano/


Hanoi Dorado



Himalaya Niagara

Dorado



Aalto



Cubica Collection

Brochier’s new collection for 2020 is a juxtaposition of 

influences between the colours and geometric shapes 

found in the cubism movement and the delicate designs 

of Japanese inspiration. Bold shapes and sharp angles 

are complimented by soft and delicate landscapes 

in intricate weave structures and vibrant colour 

combinations.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/brochier/




Wall - Dali, Chair - Braque





Left to right: Zanus, Thun, Sottsass



Top to bottom: Angkor Wat, Kentfield, Alt, Belgravia & Shinjuku



SS20 Collection

Rich texture and a broad colour palette are the 

design staples of Glant and this collection is no 

exception. Building on from the AW19 collection, Glant 

continues to introduce beautiful new qualities which 

are both inviting and sophisticated, in a warm and 

soothing neutral colour palette inspired by nature.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/glant/


Top to bottom: Glant Mohair, Glant Outdoor Grid, Glant Parquet, Symphony, Lakewood, Olark & Kentfield



Top to bottom: Symphony, Lombardia, Chaine, Couture Basket N.11, Chaine Trevira CS, Helsinki, Roma, Lakewood, Bon Bon LinenTop to bottom: Glant Mohair, Glant Outdoor Grid, Glant Parquet, Symphony, Lakewood, Olark & Kentfield



Top to bottom: Rossignol



The Ballets Russes an Ode to Linen

During its 20 years of existence the Ballets Russes, 

created by Sergei Diaghilev in 1909, counted on 

numerous collaborations with artists ranging from 

Pablo Ruiz Picasso and Henri Matisse to Coco Chanel. 

These artists created the most amazing costumes for 

the company. James Malone Fabrics have submerged 

into this fantasy-like world to create their linen prints 

Pulcinella, Rossignol and Massine that combine 

seamlessly with their linen textures and plains.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/james-malone/


Pulcinella



Top to bottom: Sergei, Leige, Marinsky & Ravel





Clockwise top left: Giselle, Provence, Leige, Sergei



Yumiko



Yumiko Collection

The Yumiko Collection is inspired by distant 

countries and cultures, pairing Japanese traditions 

with the natural character of materials. These 

striking designs in vibrant colourways on a raffia 

base, give character and elegance to the walls.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/jannelli-volpi/


Shikoku & Kyoto



Take





Yumiko & Hida



Background: Gong, Jacket: Nefti, Shawl: Khnum



A Gong on the River

Inspired by the fluidity of rippling water formations; 

reflections & vibrations are the core elements of this 

latest collection from Kohro.  A Gong on The River 

features strong, textured upholstery fabrics with 

refined geometric patterns, alongside light, free 

flowing draperies printed on silk cotton with floral 

and aquatic themes.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/kohro/




Background: Gong, Jacket: Nefti, Cushions (top to bottom): Mikado, Opis, Savannah, Serengeti, Sinnan



Florabunda



Bill Amberg Collection

A modern take on leather decoration

A collaboration between Moore & Giles and Bill 

Amberg, these six beautifully detailed designs 

are digitally printed on the world’s finest leather. 

Inspired by shapes and silhouettes found in nature 

and in traditional textile craft, the designs offer 

a broad range of options in colour and scale to 

maximise their appeal in both commercial and 

residential applications.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/moore-giles/


Rhapsody



name hereSerendipity





Botanique



Back to front: Frond, Icon, Shepherd



Icon Collection

A theme of understated simplicity runs through 

Pollack’s introduction for Spring 2020. Icon builds 

on the success of their recent collections that are 

known for their gorgeous, usable fabrics in a variety 

of qualities - with less of a focus on motif and more 

on construction, quality and colour.

This grouping is no exception, with five sumptuous 

Pollack PURE fabrics in soft textures; a trio of 

Indoor/Outdoor textiles with a fresh take; and a 

gathering of signature designs that focus on abstract 

geometry and luxe surface. Three new upholsteries 

and two new window fabrics round out the growing 

Hospitality line.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/pollack/


Left to right: Geography, Silicone Valley, Al Fresco, Wanderlust, Beach

Left to right: Miller, Westward, Shepherd, Vivienne, Frond

Left to right: Hibernation, Anni, Westward, Shepherd, Miller



Icon



Back to front: Basalto



Online

Connection between matter and nature

The Online collection’s base material celebrates the 

architectural structure of nature. Combined with a 

wide range of warm colours, the material reveals 

iridescent shades when hit by light. The multiple 

press passes of quartz give the texture a marked 

3d effect, recalling and displaying the marble 

processing. The thickness in relief and the metallic 

veining stand out in a play of light and shadow.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/texam-wallmasters/




Greisen



Kapok



Cocoon

Inspired by the metamorphoses of nature and the 

texture of raw materials. The outward appearance 

is reminiscent of bark or rough woven fabric whilst 

taking care of every detail, for an unexpectedly 

delicate and enchanting result.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/texam-wallmasters/




Kapron



Sisal



Sisal



Kingfisher



A day in the Jungle, 

A night at the Opera

Thesign’s new collection draws inspiration from 

nature; an archive of shapes and colours that 

never ends. It’s a journey from a bamboo forest 

to the volcanic shores of the Arctic Circle. The 

collection features 14 new fabric, building from 

basics of cotton velvets and dense woven wools 

to signature patterns featuring bird feathers, 

metallic Monstera’s and a sublime burnout silk 

velvet. Quality and attention to detail remains the 

hallmark of thesign, this collection is no exception.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/thesign/


Rainforest



Canopy





Fabric: Borneo, Chair: Victoria, Cushion: Tosca



Riley



Reverie Collection

Weitzner has long been known for playing with texture, 

weave, dimension, and colour to create unexpected 

textiles and wallcoverings. The latest collection pushes that 

tradition even further to reveal a multitude of surprises 

that are still quintessentially Weitzner.

Lori invited artist Lisa Hunt to collaborate on five of the 18 

new designs. Weitzner was drawn to the way Hunt’s work 

expresses the infinite passing of time through modern 

interpretations of classic symbols: Palms, pomegranates, 

sonic coils and arrows are employed with rhythmic 

repetition and graphic geometry.  Inspired by the artwork’s 

bold forms, Weitzner broadened and transformed them by 

applying the studio’s expertise in materials and weaving/

printing techniques to create fabrics and wallcoverings 

that add an element of alchemy to a room.

The entire collection forms a magnificent group of both 

wallcoverings and textiles where fine art meets design, 

graphic pattern meets nuance and bold colour meets 

innuendo all in perfect harmony.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/weitzner/


Interlock

Memory

Lightray



Wallpaper: Hourglass, Bed throw: Klimt



Tropical Palms



SS20 Collection

Performance and texture are key in this latest 

collection from Westbury Textiles. Trevira qualities 

compliment luxurious wool boucle’s and textural 

sheers. Tropical palms, a printed leaf design 

available in a luscious green colourway adds 

playful pattern into the mix.

CLICK HERE to learn more

https://www.altfield.com/brands/westbury-textiles/




Marrakesh Linen





Genoa Trevira
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